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Introduction

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

Functional Skillbuilders have been specifically developed to support teachers delivering
Functional Skills. There are 30 volumes in the series providing a dedicated book for each
section and level of the Functional Skills standards. The series has also proved to be
invaluable to support English and maths skills for a range of students whether they are
working towards Functional Skills, Apprenticeships, Foundation and Progression Awards or
simply brushing up on their skills.

All the task-based activities in Functional Skillbuilders are based in three workplace
settings – a hotel, a supermarket and a factory. This helps make the activities both real
and relevant to adult and young adult learners. Knowledge about each workplace builds
cumulatively as students progress through the levels. The tasks become increasingly work
specific as students progress through the series. Most students will find the tasks in Entry
Level 1 Reading both familiar and accessible.

Functional  Skillbuilders are designed to be mediated by teachers. The teaching notes
explain the skills addressed on each worksheet and provide guidance for teaching
strategies. Teaching materials have also been included. There are alphabet and number
cue cards at the lower levels. Templates for groupwork are included at every level.

Functional Skills

These activities are task-based and provide teachers with a variety of materials to build
the full range of Functional Reading skills. The first section of the book explicitly teaches
the Functional Reading skills required at Entry Level 1. Students then have 2–3 more
opportunities to build and apply these skills in vocational contexts, allowing the teacher to
teach skills, enable practise and to check learning. 

By the nature of this book, most of the activities are on paper. We have made suggestions
for on-screen work in the teaching notes. We have also included a list of websites for
teachers to use as source material to create on-screen reading tasks relevant to the
manufacturing, retail and hotel industries, these are on page 59. Teachers should bear in
mind the complexity and reading level of texts and select pages as appropriate as possible
for Entry Level 1 students.

How to use this pack

Ask the learner to complete the checklist on page xv with you. This checklist will tell you
the reading skills your learner most wants to practise. Use the outcome of this discussion
to agree targets with the learner and use the table to identify suitable worksheets.
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Introduction

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1vi

Tutor questions

Glossary

There is a glossary for use by students on page 57.

Mapping

Mapping to the Functional Skills standards is available electronically. Please email
enquiries@axiseducation.co.uk.

Additional teaching materials

A set of photocopiable alphabet cue cards are on pages 52–55.

A photocopiable personal sight list is on page 56.

Templates for group work are at the very back of the pack. Photocopy them as required.

Questions to be read aloud by the teacher a
ppear at the

bottom of the worksheet in a box like this.

tutor questions

Teaching notes

There are teaching notes for each worksheet. They explain the purpose of each worksheet
and any groundwork that the teacher needs to cover first. The teaching notes include
suggestions for group work, work in pairs and extension work. 

Worksheets

Teaching point

If there are any teaching points on the worksheet they will appear like this. 

A box like this at the top of each worksheet tells students the skills they will
practise, ensuring that they are aware of learning outcomes from the outset.
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Teaching notes

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

These teaching notes are organised by
worksheet. There are teaching notes for every
worksheet and they are designed to be read in
conjunction with a photocopy of the relevant
worksheet. The skills covered are listed
alphabetically in the Student checklist on page
xv of this pack. The Groundwork section
highlights the skills that need to be taught before
your students tackle the worksheets, together
with teaching suggestions. Suggestions for
paired and group work are also included.

Worksheets 1, 3 
Recognising letters of the alphabet 

Groundwork
Make sure that your students are familiar with
the letters of the alphabet. You can use the
alphabet cue cards to check and teach this.
Photocopy a set of cue cards and write the
letters on the reverse of the pictures in lower
case. You can either laminate the cards so that
they last longer or give your students a set of
cards each for practice. Carry out a selection of
these tasks to check/teach letter recognition:

n Play alphabet ‘snap’ with several sets of 
cards.

n Ask your students to select two cards at
random and to say which letters they are.

n Shuffle the cards and ask students to say the
letters as they deal them into a pile.

n Carry out the same tasks using the alphabet
cards in upper case.

n Check that your students recognise the same
letters in both upper and lower case by asking
them to match up two sets of cue cards.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to your
students. Both of these tasks can be carried out
individually or in pairs, taking turns to time each
other. 

Worksheets 2, 4 
Recognising letters of the alphabet in
order

Groundwork 

Teach your students the sequence of the
alphabet using two sets of cue cards  – one set
with the letters written on the reverse in upper
case and one set with the letters written on the
reverse in lower case. 

Use the photocopied alphabet cards to do these
alphabet sequencing tasks:

n Student/teacher to choose a card at random.
Student to name the letter that comes two or
three places before or after the chosen letter. 

n Student/teacher to choose a card at random.
Student to name the letter that comes before
or after the chosen letter.

n Student/teacher to choose a card at random.
Student to finish alphabet sequence to z from
that letter onwards without going back to a. 

n Student/teacher to choose a card at random.
Student to recite the alphabet sequence in
reverse order from that letter so that the final
letter said is a.

n Student/teacher to choose five cards at
random. Student to place the letters in
alphabetical order. Progress to ten cards.
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Teaching notes

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1viii

n Student/teacher to take cards at random and
place them in their ‘relative’ positions in the
alphabet sequence so the alphabet is built
letter by letter in random order.

It may be useful to model how to track for the
letters of the alphabet in sequence. Write this
sentence on the board:

The alphabet is made up of consonants
and vowels. 

Then show your group that you read the text
from left to right, circling the letters of the
alphabet in order as you come across them:

The alphabet is made up of consonants
and vowels.

Worksheet 2

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them. You
could also ask students  to carry out this task
using the cue cards.

Worksheet 4

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them. This
task can be carried out individually or in pairs,
taking turns to time each other.

Worksheet 5
Understanding the term vowel

Groundwork

Your students should be taught that there are
five vowels – a, e, i, o and u. Use the alphabet
cue cards on pages 52–55 to reinforce this.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them. You
can extend this activity by asking the students to
count the number of words with a letter a in the
middle, then e and so on. 

Worksheet 6
Understanding the term consonant

Groundwork

Your students should be taught that the letters in
the alphabet that are not vowels are called
consonants. Use the alphabet cue cards to
reinforce this by asking your students to divide a
pack of cards into two piles – one vowels and
one consonants.

Worksheet 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Worksheet 7
Understanding the term consonant –
consonant clusters

Groundwork

Your students should be taught that two or three
consonants together in a word are called
consonant clusters. Ask them to highlight any
consonant clusters that appear in their name
and address or other personal details that you
know they can read.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

Extension work

Ask your students to highlight a given consonant
cluster in different texts – newspapers, magazine
articles, an advert, etc.

Worksheets 8–11
Reading social sight words

Groundwork

Explain to your students that certain words are
important when improving their reading skills
because they appear so frequently in text. It is
useful to be able to recognise these words
instantly without having to decode each one as
they come across it. We have put these high
frequency words in four separate lists so that
students can practise instant sight recognition of
these words on a regular basis.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise. These lists are designed to be
progressive. You will therefore need to introduce
each worksheet in turn, making sure that at least
80% of the words in each list can be instantly
recognised before you move on to the next. Do
this activity each week with your students. Date
the column and tick the words your students
recognise at once, leaving the ones they don’t
recognise blank.

Extension work

You can extend this activity by making word
shapes for each list. For example:

a

I

it

the

all

be 

Your students can first match the words to the
shapes. When they have mastered this, they can
try to identify the word by shape alone.

Worksheets 12, 21, 24, 28, 36
Recognising letters of the alphabet in order 

Groundwork

Your students need to know the alphabet
sequence before attempting these worksheets. 

These five worksheets are similar alphabet
tracking activities contextualised to the hotel,
supermarket and factory. You could use one
worksheet to teach, one to reinforce and then
one to check alphabet tracking skills. Or you
could first use Worksheet 12 to model how to
track the alphabet in text and then ask your
students to carry out the tasks in the worksheets.

Worksheets 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them. Ask
your students to carry out the tracking activities.
Read the text with them and help them to use
the Glossary on page 57. Add any unknown
words to their own sight vocabulary lists.
Worksheet 21 is slightly different to the other
worksheets. After the students have re-read the
text ask them the questions. Take each one in
turn, allowing plenty of time for students to re-
read the text if they need to.
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Teaching notes

Worksheet 13 
Reading a poster

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask your students to read the poster,
either to themselves or aloud. If they have difficulties
with any words prompt them by asking them to
break the word down into syllables. Give your
students the word if they are struggling with it.
Read the poster at least twice before you ask
students the questions. Ask each question in turn,
allowing plenty of time for the students to re-read
the poster. 

Group work

This poster is available as a template (T1). Use it
to conduct this exercise as a group activity. See
notes for Worksheets 20 and 32 on page xii for
teaching syllables.

Extension work

Help your students interrogate the text by asking
how they know where to find the answers. For
example – the title, the name of the disco is in
the biggest letters. Discussions such as this will
help your students become accustomed to
conventions of print.

Worksheets 14, 15 
Reading the days of the week and
understanding the terms consonant and
vowel

Groundwork

Before your students can attempt this worksheet,
they must recognise the letters of the alphabet in
both upper and lower case. For Worksheet 14
they also need to understand the terms vowel
and consonant.

Worksheet 14

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.
Once your students have carried out the first
task ask the questions in turn, allowing enough
time for students to re-read the words if they
need to.

Worksheet 15

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Worksheet 16
Reading a notice

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the notice, either
to themselves or aloud. If they have difficulties
with any words prompt them by asking them to
break the word down into syllables. Give your
students the word if they are struggling with it.
Read the notice at least twice before you ask
students the questions. Ask each question in
turn, allowing plenty of time for the students to
re-read the notice. 

Group work

This poster is available as a template (T2). Use it
to conduct this exercise as a group activity.

Extension work

Help your students interrogate the text by asking
how they know where to find the answers, for
example  knowing how to use the timetable.
Discussions such as this will help your students
become accustomed to conventions of print in a
variety of texts.
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Worksheets 17, 27, 43 
Reading job adverts

Groundwork

These three worksheets are the same reading
comprehension activity contextualised to jobs in
the hotel, supermarket and factory. You could
use one worksheet to teach, one to reinforce and
then one to check your students, understanding
of text in job adverts. Before you start the activity
you could discuss the conventions of job
advertisements – what information they are likely
to contain and where this information will
appear in the advert.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the adverts,
either to themselves, aloud or in pairs. If they
have difficulties with any words prompt them by
asking them to break the word down into
syllables. Give students the word if they are
struggling with it. Read the adverts at least twice
before you ask students the questions. Ask each
question in turn, allowing plenty of time for
students to re-read the notice. 

Group work

The adverts are available as templates (T3–5).
Use them to conduct these exercises as a group
activity.

Extension work

This is an ideal opportunity to use reading skills
online using jobsearch websites. You could either
find suitable examples of online job adverts
yourself before the lesson, or ask students to
search for jobs that they would be interested in.
The easiest to use sites are: www.monster.co.uk,
www.reed.co.uk and www.totaljobs.com.

Worksheets 18, 26, 39 
Understanding signs

Groundwork

Before you carry out these activities you should
familiarise your students with the signs in each
worksheet. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise then read the instructions to them.

Worksheets 19, 25, 38 
Reading and understanding social sight
signs

Groundwork

Before you carry out these activities you should
make sure that your students are familiar with
the words on each sheet. You could practise
matching word shapes and demonstrating that
there is more shape in a word written in lower
case compared to its upper case partner:

NO SMOKING No smoking

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Extension work

You can extend this activity by asking your
students to compile a list of all the signs they
need to understand in different areas – at work,
at a supermarket, at the cinema and so on.
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Worksheets 20, 32 
Reading social sight words, 
understanding the term vowel

Groundwork

Before you carry out these activities you should
familiarise your students with the words in each
worksheet. They should also be able to
understand the term vowel.

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Extension work

Introduce work on syllables – explain that every
syllable in a word must have a vowel (or y acting
as a vowel). Then ask the students to split the
words into syllables. You can then rewrite the
words and ask your students to cut the words into
syllables, shuffle the pieces and reform the words.

Worksheets 22, 30, 37, 41
Understanding sentence structure

Groundwork

Before you use these worksheets your students
need to understand the concept of basic sentence
structure – starting with a capital letter and
ending with a full stop. This could be done as a
group activity. These four worksheets are all
sentence structure activities contextualised to the
hotel, supermarket and factory. You could use one
worksheet to teach, two to reinforce and then one
to check understanding of sentence structure. 

Worksheets

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.
Worksheet 30 provides additional practice of
vowels and consonants.

Extension work

You could prepare sentence structure exercises
using a word-processing programme. Write 10
sentences and ask students to highlight the full
stops and capital letters. You could make this more
difficult by writing sentences without full stops and
capital letters and ask students to insert them.

Worksheet 23 
Using a diagram to find information

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to practise,
then ask them to look at the floorplan. Read the
questions, asking each one in turn, allowing plenty
of time for the students to re-read the plan. 

Group work

This floorplan is available as a template (T6). Use
it to conduct this exercise as a group activity. You can
also use the floorplan to practise giving directions.

Extension work

Ask your students to devise a floorplan of the
college or room. You could also use online
floorplans as the basis of an extension activity. If
you search for 'shopping centre floorplan' in
Google you will find links to several useful plans
of shopping centres which you can use as the
basis for creating group or individual extension
activities.

Worksheet 29 
Reading comprehension

Groundwork

Help your students to re-read the text on
Worksheet 28. They will have already put any
unfamiliar words in a social sight list, so the re-
reading should be quite straightforward.
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Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the questions to them. If your
students are able to provide answers to the
questions in writing, the curriculum elements in
brackets will apply to this page.

Worksheet 31 
Reading a shopping list – visual
discrimination

Groundwork

Ensure that your students have the necessary
skills to differentiate between letters sufficiently
well enough to read these lines of text and split
them into separate words.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Extension work

If your students need more practice, draw up
lists of words on a computer or on a whiteboard
and ask them to split the list into separate words.

Worksheet 33 
Reading a shopping list and labels

Groundwork

Discuss the purpose of lists and different types
of lists.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Group work

The items in the shopping basket are available

as a template (T6). Use it to conduct this exercise
as a group activity. Extend this activity by asking
each member of the group to provide the names
of six items for a shopping list. Ask them to
rearrange a list of all of the items in alphabetical
order. 

Worksheet 34 
Reading labels

Groundwork

Discuss the purpose of labelling products. What
are labels used for? What information do they
give the consumer?

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them.

Extension work

Working in pairs, provide a selection of real
examples of labels and ask the pairs to identify
each product. Ask them what clues tell them
what each product is.

Worksheet 35 
Recognising letters of the alphabet in
order 

Groundwork

Your students need to know the alphabet
sequence before attempting this worksheet.

Worksheet 

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then read the instructions to them. Tell
your students that they can use the alphabet at
the top of the page as a prompt if they need to.

xiii

Teaching notes

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Extension work

As a group ask each student to give an item to
form a shopping list. Write these words
randomly on a board. Then ask the group to
sequence the list in alphabetical order.

Worksheet 40 
Reading a sign

Groundwork

Discuss the purpose of signs such as this (as
opposed to other, more common signs).

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the sign, either
to themselves or aloud. If they have difficulties
with any words prompt them by asking them to
break the word down into syllables. Give
students the word if they are struggling with it.
Read the sign at least twice before you ask
students the questions. Ask each question in
turn, allowing plenty of time for students to re-
read the notice.

Group work

This sign is available as a template (T7). Use it to
conduct this exercise as a group activity. 

Extension work

Help your students interrogate the text by asking
how they know where to find the answers, for
example knowing the likely order of information
on the sign. You could ask your students to
devise a similar sign for their college, school or
workplace. The teacher can act as a scribe.

Worksheet 42
Reading a menu

Groundwork

Discuss the purpose of menus, the sorts of
information they contain and the differences
between menus at various types of establishments.

Worksheet

Explain the skills your students are going to
practise, then ask them to read the menu, either
to themselves or aloud. If they have difficulties
with any words prompt them by asking them to
break the word down into syllables. Give
students the word if they are struggling with it.
Read the menu at least twice before you ask
your students the questions. Ask each question in
turn, allowing plenty of time for students to re-
read the menu. 

Group work

This menu is available as a template (T8). Use it
to conduct this exercise as a group activity.

Extension work

Bring in a selection of menus and ask your
students to identify the type of restaurant they
come from. What clues gave them the answers?
You could also use online menus as the basis of
an extension activity. If you search for 'restaurant
menu' or 'café menu' in Google you will find links
to several useful menus of varying complexity,
which you can use as the basis for creating
group or individual extension activities.

Teaching notes

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1xiv
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Functional Skillbuilders Reading Entry Level 1 will help you improve your English skills. This
chart lists the reading skills covered in this book. Tick the boxes to say which skills you think
you will find the most useful to practise. Then discuss your ideas with your teacher.

Skill � Worksheets

Reading a menu 42

Reading a short passage 28, 29, 36

Reading and writing a shopping list 31, 33

Reading job adverts 17, 27, 43

Reading labels 34

Reading notices 12, 16, 24, 40

Reading numbers in words 23

Reading posters 13 

Reading common words 8, 9. 10, 11, 20, 32, 38

Reading the days of the week 14, 15

Reading times 16

Recognising sentences 22, 30, 37, 41

Recognising the letters of the alphabet 1, 3, 19, 20, 21, 25, 32, 38

Recognising the letters of the alphabet in order 2, 4, 12, 24, 28, 35, 36

Understanding signs 18, 19, 25, 26, 39

Understanding the purpose of texts 13, 16, 17, 33, 34, 40, 42

Understanding the terms vowel and consonant 5, 6, 7, 14, 20

Using a diagram to find information 23

Using a glossary 12, 20, 28, 36

Using punctuation 41

Student checklist
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet.

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

1

1. Getting to grips with the alphabet

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

Cover up the bottom row of the table and fill in the missing capital letters of the
alphabet. Then cover up the top row of the table and fill in the missing lower case
letters. Time how long it takes you.

A
b

C
d

E
f

G
h

I
j

K
l

M
n

O
p

Q
r

S
t

U
v

W
x

Y
z

Finish the sequence of letters in each grid:

B
a

D
c

F
e

H
g

J
i

L
k

N
m

P
o

R
q

T
s

V
u

X
w

Z
y

d e h i m

n t u

q r u y

1

2

3

4

5

How long did it take?

How long did it take?
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet in order.

Sort out these groups of letters into the order they would appear in the alphabet.

2. Alphabetical order

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 12

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

H J I G F K

Q P U T S R

Z U Y V W X

G A C B E D F

F G H I J K

c a e d b f g

d h i c f e g

m j l n o k p

r q t s u w v
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How long did it take?

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

c
e
g
j
k
i
d
l
a
m
h
b
f

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

r
t
v
w
y
q
n
s
p
z
o
u
x

Recognise the letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case.

Time how long it takes you to match each UPPER case letter to its lower case ‘twin’.

3

3. Letter matching

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet in sequence.

Time how long it takes you to track the alphabet from a to z.  

4. Tracking the alphabet

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 14

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

m b n a h x b o u h j t c l m d j h e p w q f o p j y g p a h s

d f q a l m i v b s a j m k b w t r l h f m s b n u t r o e w q a

z p k m w j u y t q w f a d r r l p t o s p t m d e w u n m g f

e v i y e a w d r f x u i p y k t e r n f r e w a h z

How long did it take this time?

How long did it take?

See if you can beat your time!

a k n a h x n m b o u h j t c l m d j h e p f q f o t j y g s a h

s d f q a l m i v b s k j m k b w t r l h f m s b n o t r o e w q

a z p k m w j u y t q w f a d r l p t o s p t m d e w u n m g f

e v u y e a w c r f x u i p y k t e r n s r e x l h z
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The letters  a  e  i  o  u are called vowels.

Every word has at least one vowel.

Read these words with your tutor. Circle the vowel in each word. 

cat dog pet cup

hit pat cop bit

kit dug pop pip

bet jet lip rip

let dot get hip

fit yet zip tug

wet sip lap vet

Understand the term vowel.

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

5

5. Vowels

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Understand the term consonant.

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

6. Consonants

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 16

b c d f g h j k l m n p q r s t v w x y z are consonants.

Read these words with your tutor. Count the consonants in each of these words.
The first one has been done for you.

Words Number of consonants

cat 2

hat

shop

chip

horse

hamster

doctor

rabbit

carrot
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Read these words with your tutor and circle the consonant clusters and digraphs in
each one.

shop fish

chop wash

chip bath

church wish

thin dish

this dash

think watch

flash rush

Use knowledge of consonants to decode words.

Two or three consonants together in a word are called consonant clusters. Sometimes two
consonants together make a single sound: ‘sh’, ‘ch’ and ‘th’. These are called digraphs.

7

7. Consonant clusters

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Expand social sight vocabulary.

Together with your tutor, read this list of words. Revisit the list each week to see how
many more words you can recognise instantly.

8. Sight vocabulary 1

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 18

Word Date Date Date Date Date

a

I

it

the

all

be

for

his

on

so

with

an

before

call

come

do

from

has

if

like

made

me

my

now

only
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Word Date Date Date Date Date

other

night

some

then

two

well

what

which

and

in

of

to

as

but

had

him

one

they

you

back

big

came

could

down

get

Expand social sight vocabulary.

Together with your tutor, read this list of words. Revisit the list each week to see how
many more words you can recognise instantly.

9

9. Sight vocabulary 2

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Expand social sight vocabulary.

Together with your tutor, read this list of words. Revisit the list each week to see how
many more words you can recognise instantly.

10. Sight vocabulary 3

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 110

Word Date Date Date Date Date

her

into

little

make

much

no

off

or

out

see

their

there

up

went

when

will

your

he

is

that

was

at

are

have

not
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Word Date Date Date Date Date

said

we

about

been

by

can

did

first

go

here

just

look

more

must

new

old

our

over

she

them

this

want

were

where

who

Expand social sight vocabulary.

Together with your tutor, read this list of words. Revisit the list each week to see how
many more words you can recognise instantly.

11

11. Sight vocabulary 4

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet in sequence. Read and understand information.
Use a glossary.

See how long it takes you to track the alphabet from a to z in this piece of text.

12. Old Hall Hotel

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 112

Welcome to 

Old Hall is a small but friendly country hotel.

Your dog can come too! The food is great and the rooms have en-

suite bathrooms. You can enjoy our leisure club with gym and you

may like to make full use of our pool.

Swimming lessons can be booked at reception.

Guests who want peace and quiet are not disappointed with the

beautiful variety of gardens which surround the hotel.

Excellent food, superb facilities yet reasonable prices.

How can this be? Call Zara on 01822 504450 for a brochure.

How long did it take?

Read the passage with your tutor. Together, make a list of the words you don’t know
the meaning of. See if they are in the Glossary. Add them to your sight vocabulary list.
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Disco

Saturday 21st December
8 pm – Midnight
£5.00 on the door

Live 
Music

1. What is the purpose of this poster?

2. Where is the disco?

3. What date is it on?

4. What time does the disco start?

5. What time does the disco finish?

6. How much is it to get in?

7. What sort of music will there be?

tutor questions

Understand the purpose of text. Recognise features of posters and understand their
content.

Read this poster and then answer the questions your tutor reads to you.

13

13. Hotel – reading a poster

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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1. Which days of the week have three vowels?

2. Which day of the week has the most consonants?

3. How many vowels are there in the word Friday?

4. How many consonants  are there in the word Friday?

tutor questions

Recognise the days of the week in upper and lower case. Understand the terms
vowel and consonant.

Match the days of the week in UPPER case to the days of the week in lower case.

14. Reading the days of the week

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 114

MONDAY Thursday

TUESDAY Friday

WEDNESDAY Sunday

THURSDAY Monday

FRIDAY Wednesday

SATURDAY Tuesday

SUNDAY Saturday
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F R
R R

I D
T Q

A Y
S A

N J
D K

S
U

One day is missing. Which one?

Find the days of the week in lower case letters in this wordsearch.

One day is missing. Which one?

T F
Y H

M O
G X

N D
V S

A Y
C A

N
D

U J
Y A

K K
D S

B E
R U

K L
H T

A
Y

I O
S A

P Q
T U

W T
R D

S D
A Y

F
V

y a d s e n d e w
a r t y u y i o p
d q a s a e r t n
n y a d s r u h t
o k n c v a s w r
m u m n b h j u t
s a t u r d a y k
r f r i d a y w d

Recognise the days of the week in both upper and lower case.

Find the days of the week in UPPER case letters in this wordsearch.

15

15. Days of the week wordsearch

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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1. What is this notice about?

2. On what day does the pool open at 7am?

3. On what day does the pool stay open until 1
1pm?

4. What time does the pool open on Saturdays and Su
ndays?

5. How much do lockers cost?

6. Does the pool have a lifeguard?

7. Can you have a party at the pool?

8. What telephone number should you ring for more details?

tutor questions

Understand the purpose of text. Read and understand information in a notice. Read
times.

Read this notice then answer the questions your tutor asks you.

16. Hotel – reading a notice

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 116

Swimming pool
Opening Times Monday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm

Tuesday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Wednesday 7 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Thursday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Friday 8 – 11 am 6 – 11 pm
Saturday 8 – 11 am 1 – 10 pm
Sunday 8 – 11 am 1 – 10 pm

Lockers £1.00 coin. Lifeguard on duty at all times.
Parties catered for.

Telephone 01822 504450 for details.
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1. What is this advert for?

2. What are the hours of work?

3. How many weeks’ holiday are there?

4. What is the rate of pay?

5. Is any training provided?

6. Is a uniform provided?

tutor questions

Waiter required at the

No experience necessary – training given

Must be over 18

35 hours a week

Tuesday to Sunday, 4.15 pm – 11.15 pm.

£7.25 per hour

four weeks’ paid holiday, uniform provided

Call the bar manager on 01822 504450

Understand the purpose of text. Recognise features of adverts and understand their
content.

Read this advert then answer the questions your tutor asks you.

17

17. Hotel – reading adverts

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise and understand social sight signs.

Match these signs to their meanings using an arrow.

18. Hotel – social sight signs

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 118

Ladies

Gentlemen

Fire exit

Disabled

Fire point

No smoking

Telephone

Information
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LADIES

GENTLEMEN

TELEPHONE

NO SMOKING

INFORMATION

FIRE EXIT

ENTRANCE

RECEPTION

PRIVATE

telephone

no smoking

fire exit

entrance

private

gentlemen

reception

ladies

information

Recognise letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case. Recognise social sight
signs.

Read this list of words and match the lower case versions to the UPPER case ones.
One has been done for you.

19

19. Hotel – match the words

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case. Recognise social sight
words. Understand the term vowel.

Fill in the missing vowels in each of these words.

20. Hotel – missing vowels

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 120

G N T L M N n s m k n g

T L P H N l d s

N F R M T N f r x t

P R V T E d s b l d

R C P T N t l t s

N T R N C c s h   p n t

Using UPPER case letters Using lower case letters
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My name is Bob. I work at the hotel. I have two

children. I am a porter.  My job is to carry

bags for the guests and to help keep the hotel

tidy.  It is a good job. I like it very much.  Lots

of guests make me laugh with their funny old

ways. 

My wife is called Pat. She works at the hotel too. She’s a quiet lady, not

rowdy like me! She is a waitress in the restaurant. 

It can be very tiring work but can be exciting too. Pat enjoys her job. On

days off we like to take the children to the zoo.

Read the text with your tutor then answer the questions your tutor asks you.

1. How many children does Bob have?

2. What is Bob’s job at the hotel?

3. Who is Bob married to?

4. What does she do at the hotel?

5. Where do they like to go on their days off?

tutor questions

Recognise the letters of the alphabet.

Use a highlighter pen to track the alphabet from a to z in this passage.

21

21. Hotel – alphabet tracking

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Read and recognise simple sentence structure.

The words in these sentences from the text on Worksheet 21 are jumbled up. The
capital letters and full stops are in the right places. Rewrite each sentence so that it
makes sense. Use the text on Worksheet 21 as a guide if you get stuck. 

22. Hotel – sentences

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 122

1. Bob. My is name

2. hotel. I at work the

3. children. two have I

4. a I porter. am

5. job. is good It a

6. much. very like I it

7. Pat. wife called My is

8. at She hotel works too. the

9. job. enjoys Pat her

Read your sentences to yourself to check that they make sense.

Now read the sentences to your tutor.
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1. How many bedrooms are there on the floorplan?

five    six    seven    eight    nine    ten

2. Is there a lift on the plan?

yes    no

3. How many fire exits are there?

one   two   three

4. Are there two beds in each of the rooms?

yes   no

Use a diagram to find information. Read numbers in words.

Use the floorplan to answer the questions. Put a circle around the correct answers.

23

23. Hotel – find your way

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet in sequence. Read and understand information.
Use a glossary.

See how long it takes you to track the alphabet from a to z in this piece of text.

23. Hotel – find your way

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 124

Welcome to

At Blackwell’s we can’t wait to give what you want.
Do you want value for money?
Do you want a great range of items?
How would you like money saving offers every week?

Just wait and see. We’re sure you’ll like what you find!
Local market products in your local store.
Products with quality that you can trust.

What more could you want?
Value for money? We have that too.

As a local employer we offer excellent work packages.
Why not zip in and pick up an application form

from the customer services desk.

Could you have a future with Blackwell’s Supermarket?

How long did it take?

Read the passage with your tutor. Together, make a list of the words you don’t know
the meaning of. See if they are in the Glossary. Add them to your sight vocabulary list.
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SUPERMARKET

GROCERIES

DELICATESSEN

PHARMACY

CUSTOMER SERVICES

TOILETS

BAKERY

PRIVATE

NO PARKING

bakery

pharmacy

supermarket

cash point

no parking

groceries

delicatessen

toilets

customer services

CASH POINT private

Recognise letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case. Recognise social sight
signs.

Read this list of words and match the lower case versions to the UPPER case ones.
One has been done for you.

25

25. Supermarket – wordmatching

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise and understand social sight signs.

Tell your tutor what each of these signs means.

26. Supermarket – social sight signs

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 126
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1

Grocery assistant
No experience necessary

Training provided

8 am – 5 pm

Monday to Saturday

£7.25 per hour

Uniform provided

Bakery assistant
NVQ

qualified preferred

7 am – 3 pm

Monday to Saturday

£7.30 per hour

Uniform provided

1. What type of job is advert 1?

2. What qualifications do you need for this job
?

3. What type of job is advert 2?

4. What qualifications do you need for this job
?

5. Do the jobs offer the same hours of work?

6. Do the jobs offer the same rate of pay?

7. Which job will give you training?

8. Do both jobs provide a uniform?

tutor questions

Read and understand information in a job advert.

Use the information in these job adverts to answer the questions.

27

27. Supermarket – job adverts

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

2
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet in sequence. Read and understand information.
Use a glossary.

See how long it takes you to track the alphabet from a to z in this piece of text.

28. Supermarket – alphabet tracking 2

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 128

My name is Bev.  I came to work at Blackwell’s a

few weeks ago.  I am married with one child, Faith.

Getting the job at Blackwell’s has been great.  I just

love earning my own money.  I like to buy lots of

things for my family without feeling guilty. 

I can work as many hours as I like.  The people are really quite nice.

Everyone is friendly to me.  Usually I take a very long time to settle in but

not here.  Working at Blackwell’s can be exciting sometimes too.  Only last

week we had keepers from the local zoo shopping for the animals!

How long did it take?

Read the passage with your tutor. Together, make a list of the words you don’t know
the meaning of. See if they are in the Glossary. Add them to your sight vocabulary list.
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1. Where does Bev work?

2. How long has Bev had this job?

3. Is she married?

4. Does she have any children?

5. What does Bev like to do with the money she earns?

6. What hours does Bev work?

7. Why does Bev like working here?

8. What unusual thing happened last week at the supermarket?

Read text for meaning.

Read the text on Worksheet 28 with your tutor once more. Then answer these
questions. Your tutor will read them to you.

29

29. Supermarket – questions

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Read and recognise simple sentence structure. Understand the terms vowel and
consonant.

The words in these sentences from the text on Worksheet 28 are jumbled up. The
capital letters and full stops are in the right places. Rewrite each sentence so that it
makes sense. Use the text on Worksheet 28 as a guide if you get stuck.

30. Supermarket – sentences

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 130

1. Bev. My is name

2. Faith. child, I married am with one

3. money. just I love earning my own

4. I like. can hours work as many as I 

5. people really nice. quite are The

6. me. Everyone to friendly is

7. at Blackwell’s Working be can exciting too. sometimes

1.  In sentence 1, how many vowels does the word name have?

2.  In sentence 3, which word has three vo
wels and four consonants?

3.  In sentence 7, which word has four vow
els and five consonants?

tutor questions
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Drinks: beercoffeemilkorangeteawater

Fruit: applebananagrapeorangestrawberry

Vegetables: beancarrotpotatoonionswede

Toiletries: powdershampooshowergelsoaptoothpaste

Recognise and understand a shopping list. Write a shopping list.

These shopping lists have been written without spaces between the words. Sort out
the items in each list by writing them out properly.

31

31. Supermarket – space it out!

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case. Recognise social sight
words.

Fill in the missing vowels in each of these words.

32. Supermarket – missing vowels

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 132

S P R M R K T

G R C R S

B K R Y

P H R M C Y

C S H      P N T

P R V T 

C S T M R

S R V C S

l d s

t l t s

f r s c p 

d l c t s s n

g n t l m n

n p r k n g

Using UPPER case letters Using lower case letters
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Pat bought these items from her shopping list. Use the labels on the items to tick the
items off her list.

Which two things did Pat forget when she did her shopping?

Understand the purpose of text. Read and understand information from a shopping
list.

33

33. Supermarket – reading labels 1

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

Shopping list

Eggs
Milk
Baked Beans
Soup
Cornflakes
Shampoo
Toothpaste
Apples
Bananas
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1. What type of product is label 1 from?

2. What does it tell you?

3. What type of product is label 2 from?

4. What does it tell you?

tutor questions

Understand the purpose of text. Read and understand labels.

Read these labels and answer the questions. You don’t need to understand every word
to answer the questions.

34. Supermarket – reading labels 2

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 134

Warning! Do not use together with other products.
May release dangerous gases (Chlorine).
� Irritating to eyes and skin.
� Keep out of reach of children.
� AVOID CONTACT WITH EYES AND SKIN.
� In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of
water and seek medical advice.

� If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show this
container or label.

� After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of water.
� Keep in a cool place and store upright.
� Keep only in the original container.

IRRITANT

1

2
WARNING: DO NOT EXCEED THE STATED DOSE

Do not take with any other paracetamol-containing products.
Immediate medical advice should be sought in the event of an
overdose, even if you feel well.

Do not take if you are pregnant, sensitive to any of the ingredients or
suffer from stomach ulcers, asthma, kidney or liver disease, unless
your doctor tells you to.
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a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Shopping list 1 Shopping list 3Shopping list 2

Recognise letters of the alphabet in sequence.

Put the items in these shopping lists in alphabetical order. Use the alphabet if you get
stuck.

35

35. Supermarket – alphabetical order

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

Shopping list 1

oranges

bananas

apples

grapes

Shopping list 2

radish

peas

beans

carrots

Shopping list 3
shampoo
body spray
toothpaste
conditioner
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Recognise the letters of the alphabet in sequence. Read and understand information.
Use a glossary.

See how long it takes you to track the alphabet from a to z in this piece of text.

36. Factory – alphabet tracking

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 136

How long did it take ?

Read the passage with your tutor. Together, make a list of the words you don’t know
the meaning of. See if they are in the Glossary. Add them to your sight vocabulary list.

My name is Dan. I work as a welder for

AutoParts. AutoParts is a busy factory.  We

are based on a business park outside Cardiff.

We make car parts.  We send the parts to car

factories. We are doing well and have over

200 people working here.   

Joe is the boss. He is firm but kind. He lives for his work. Most of the

workers have been at the factory for years. People respect Joe.  

Joe likes a drink after work on Friday. We go to the Queen’s Head. He

treats us to a pint. We usually have one drink. It’s a very nice way to end

the week.

I expect Joe will work for years to come.  I bet his son Jez will take over

when he does leave.
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1. busy factory. AutoParts Ltd is a small

2. Dan. My name is

3. boss. Joe the is

4. but firm kind. is He

5. lives work. He for his

6. Joe. respect People

7. go to We the Head. Queen’s

8. pint. treats He to us a

9. usually drink. We one have

10. very way nice end week. It’s a to the 

Read your sentences to yourself to check that they make sense.
Now read the sentences to your tutor.

Read and recognise simple sentence structure.

The words in these sentences from the text on Worksheet 36 are jumbled up. The
capital letters and full stops are in the right places. Rewrite each sentence so that it
makes sense. Use the text on Worksheet 36 as a guide if you get stuck.

37

37. Factory – jumbled sentences

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Recognise letters of the alphabet in upper and lower case. Recognise social sight
words.

Read this list of words and match the lower case versions to the UPPER case ones.
One has been done for you.

38. Factory – match the phrases

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 138

KEEP OUT

PRIVATE

DANGER HOT

KEEP CLEAR

HARD HAT AREA

GOGGLES MUST BE WORN

RECEPTION

CAR PARK

UNLOADING

goggles must be worn

hard hat area

reception

car park

keep clear

keep out

private

unloading

danger hot
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Recognise and understand social sight signs.

Match these signs to their meanings using an arrow.

39

39. Factory – social sight signs

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

Caution fork lift trucks

Danger high voltage

Fire assembly point

First aid room

Goggles must be worn

No smoking

Toilet

Wash your hands

Fire
assembly
point
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1. What information does the sign give?

2. What products does the factory make?

3. What days is the factory open?

4. Who is the ‘boss’, the director?

5. What telephone number should you call for information about the factory?

tutor questions

Understand the purpose of text. Read and understand information on signs.

Read this sign from the AutoParts factory gate then answer the questions your
teacher asks you.

40. Factory – reading a sign

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 140

autoparts ltd
Manufacturers of quality parts

for the motor industry

Hours of business:
8 am – 4 pm Monday to Friday

Director: Joseph O’Connor

Tel.: 02920 292292
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Read and recognise simple sentence structures. Punctuate a simple sentence.

Read this passage carefully. Put the full stops in the right places at the end of every
sentence. There are ten sentences.

My name is Pat  I am Joe’s wife  Joe runs the

AutoParts factory  We have two children  Joe

loves his job I am the manager’s secretary at the

factory That means I look after all the paperwork

Joe is my boss  On our days off we like to go out

We often go to town with the kids

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Write each sentence in these spaces.

41

41. Factory – sentence structure

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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1. What is this notice about?

2. What are the opening times?

3. How much does a brunch cost?

4. How much does beans on toast cost?

5. How much does a mug of tea cost?

6. Does it cost extra to have tomato sauce?

tutor questions

Understand the purpose of text. Read and understand information from a menu.

Read this notice then answer the questions your tutor asks you.

42. Factory – reading a menu

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 142

autoparts ltd
Canteen

Open 8.30 am – 3 pm
Full English breakfast/brunch £3.00
Sausage or bacon bap £1.50
Tomato sauce 10p a portion
Portion of chips £1.00
Beans on toast £1.50
All toasted sandwiches £1.50
Sandwiches £1.25
Sandwiches with salad £1.50
Mug of tea £0.75
Mug of coffee £0.85
Cans of soft drinks £0.80
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1. What type of job is advert 1 for?

2. What qualifications do you need for this job
?

3. What type of job is advert 2 for?

4. What qualifications do you need for this job
?

5. Which job pays the most per hour?

6. Do both jobs provide training?

7. Do both jobs provide a uniform?

tutor questions

autoparts ltd
Spot welder

Permanent vacancy. 40 hours a week. £9.50 an hour.
Four weeks’ paid holiday plus productivity bonus.

Training provided for the right person.
Overalls provided. Subsidised canteen.

autoparts ltd
Fork lift truck driver wanted

Must have NVQ 2 or equivalent qualification, 36 hours a week.
£10.00 an hour. Four weeks’ paid holiday.

Overalls provided. Company productivity scheme.
Subsidised canteen.

Read and understand information in job adverts.

Use the information in these job adverts to answer the questions your tutor asks you.

43skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

1

2

43. Factory – jobs
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Answers

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 144

3. Letter matching

4. Tracking the alphabet

m b n a h x b o u h j t c l m d j h e p w q f o p j
y g p a h s d f q a l m i v b s a j m k b w t r l h f
m s b n u t r o e w q a z p k m w j u y t q w f a d
r r l p t o s p t m d e w u n m g f e v i y e a w d r
f x u i p y k t e r n f r e w a h z

a k n a h x n m b o u h j t c l m d j h e p f q f o t
j y g s a h s d f q a l m i v b s k j m k b w t r l h f
m s b n o t r o e w q a z p k m w j u y t q w f a d
r l p t o s p t m d e w u n m g f e v u y e a w c r
f x u i p y k t e r n s r e x l h z

5. Vowels

cat dog pet cup
hit pat cop bit
kit dug pop pip
bet jet lip rip
let dot get hip
fit yet zip tug
wet sip lap vet

A B
a b

C D
c d

E F
e f

G H
g h

I J
i j

K L
k l

M N
m n

O P
o p

Q R
q r

S T
s t

U V
u v

W X
w x

Y Z
y z

A B
a b

C D
c d

E F
e f

G H
g h

I J
i j

K L
k l

M N
m n

O P
o p

Q R
q r

S T
s t

U V
u v

W X
w x

Y Z
y z

d e f g h i j k l m

n o p q r s t u v w

q r s t u v w x y z

P Q R S T U

U V W X Y Z

A B C D E F G

a b c d e f g

c d e f g h i

j k l m n o p

q r s t u v w

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

c
e
g
j
k
i
d
l
a
m
h
b
f

N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

r
t
v
w
y
q
n
s
p
z
o
u
x

1. Getting to grips with the alphabet

1. 

2. 

3. 

4.

5.

2. Alphabetical order
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Answers

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1

6. Consonants

Words Number of consonants
cat 2
hat 2
shop 3
chip 3
horse 3
hamster 5
doctor 4
rabbit 4
carrot 4

7. Consonant clusters

shop fish
chop wash
chip bath
church wish
thin dish
this dash
think watch
flash rush

12. Old Hall Hotel

13. Hotel – reading a poster 

1. The purpose of the poster is to advertise a 
disco.

2. The disco is at the Old Hall Hotel.
3. The disco is on 21st December.
4. The disco starts at 8 pm.
5. The disco finishes at midnight.
6. It will cost £5.00 to get in.
7. There will be live music at the disco.

14. Reading the days of the week 

1. Tuesday, Wednesday, Saturday
2. Wednesday
3. 2
4. 4

15. Days of the week wordsearch

Wednesday

Welcome to 

Old Hall is a small but friendly country hotel.

Your dog can come too! The food is great and the rooms have en-

suite bathrooms. You can enjoy our leisure club with gym and you

may like to make full use of our pool.

Swimming lessons can be booked at reception.

Guests who want peace and quiet are not disappointed with the

beautiful variety of gardens which surround the hotel.

Excellent food, superb facilities yet reasonable prices.

How can this be? Call Zara on 01822 504450 for a brochure.

MONDAY Thursday

TUESDAY Friday

WEDNESDAY Sunday

THURSDAY Monday

FRIDAY Wednesday

SATURDAY Tuesday

SUNDAY Saturday

F R
R R

I D
T Q

A Y
S A

N J
D K

S
U

T F
Y H

M O
G X

N D
V S

A Y
C A

N
D

U J
Y A

K K
D S

B E
R U

K L
H T

A
Y

I O
S A

P Q
T U

W T
R D

S D
A Y

F
V
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Answers

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 14646

18. Hotel – social sight signs

19. Hotel – match the words

Tuesday

16. Hotel – reading a notice

1. The notice is about the opening hours of the 
Old Hall Hotel's swimming pool.

2. The pool opens at 7 am on a Wednesday.
3. The pool stays open until 11 pm on a Friday.
4. On Saturdays and Sundays the pool opens at 

8 am
5. Lockers cost £1.00.
6. Yes, the pool does have a lifeguard.
7. Yes, you can have a party at the pool.
8. You should ring 01822 504450 for more 

details.

17. Hotel – reading adverts

1. This advert is for a job as a waiter at the Old 
Hall Hotel.

2. The hours of work are Tuesday to Sunday 4.15 
pm to 11.15 pm.

3. There are four weeks' holiday.
4. The rate of pay is £7.25 an hour.
5. Yes, training is given.
6. Yes, a uniform is provided.

y a d s e n d e w
a r t y u y i o p
d q a s a e r t n
n y a d s r u h t
o k n c v a s w r
m u m n b h j u t
s a t u r d a y k
r f r i d a y w d

Ladies

Gentlemen

Fire exit

Disabled

Fire point

No smoking

Telephone

Information

LADIES

GENTLEMEN

TELEPHONE

NO SMOKING

INFORMATION

FIRE EXIT

ENTRANCE

RECEPTION

PRIVATE

telephone

no smoking

fire exit

entrance

private

gentlemen

reception

ladies

information
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20. Hotel – missing vowels

G E N T L E M E N n o s m o k i n g
T E L E P H O N E l a d i e s
I N F O R M A T I O N f i r e   e x i t
P R I V A T E d i s a b l e d
R E C E P T I O N t o i l e t s
E N T R A N C E c a s h  p o i n t

21. Hotel – alphabet tracking

My name is Bob. I work at the hotel. I have two
children. I am a porter. My job is to carry bags
for the guests and to help keep the hotel tidy.  It
is a good job. I like it very much.  Lots of guests
make me laugh with their funny old ways. 

My wife is called Pat. She works at the hotel too.
She's a quiet lady, not rowdy like me! She is a
waitress in the restaurant. 

It can be very tiring work but can be exciting too.
Pat enjoys her job. On days off we like to take
the children to the zoo.

1. Bob has two children
2. Bob is a porter at the hotel.
3. Bob is married to Pat.
4. Pat is a waitress in the restaurant.
5. On their days off they like to go to the zoo.

22. Hotel – sentences

1. My name is Bob.
2. I work at the hotel.
3. I have two children.
4. I am a porter.
5. It is a good job.
6. I like it very much.
7. My wife is called Pat.
8. She works at the hotel too.
9. Pat enjoys her job.

Welcome to

At Blackwell’s we can’t wait to give what you want.
Do you want value for money?
Do you want a great range of items?
How would you like money saving offers every week?

Just wait and see. We’re sure you’ll like what you find!
Local market products in your local store.
Products with quality that you can trust.

What more could you want?
Value for money? We have that too.

As a local employer we offer excellent work packages.
Why not zip in and pick up an application form

from the customer services desk.

Could you have a future with Blackwell’s Supermarket?

SUPERMARKET

GROCERIES

DELICATESSEN

PHARMACY

CUSTOMER SERVICES

TOILETS

BAKERY

PRIVATE

NO PARKING

bakery

pharmacy

supermarket

cash point

no parking

groceries

delicatessen

toilets

customer services

CASH POINT private

23. Hotel – find your way

1. five
2. no
3. 3
4. no

24. Supermarket – alphabet tracking 1

25. Supermarket – wordmatching
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skillbuilders n reading n entry level 148

people are really quite nice. Everyone is friendly
to me. Usually I take a very long time to settle in
but not here. Working at Blackwell's can be
exciting sometimes too. Only last week we had
keepers from the local zoo shopping for the
animals!

29. Supermarket – questions

1. Bev works at Blackwell's supermarket.
2. Bev has had the job for a few weeks.
3. Yes, Bev is married.
4. Yes, Bev has one child.
5. Bev likes to spend the money she earns on her

family.
6. Bev works as many hours as she likes.
7. Bev likes working at Blackwell's because the 

people are nice and everyone is friendly. It can
also be exciting.

8. The unusual thing that happened at the 
supermarket last week was that keepers from 
a local zoo came shopping for the animals.

30. Supermarket – sentences

1. My name is Bev.
2. I am married with one child, Faith.
3. I just love earning my own money.
4. I can work as many hours as I like.
5. The people are really quite nice.
6. Everyone is friendly to me.
7. Working at Blackwell's can sometimes be 

exciting too.

Tutor questions
1. The word name has 2 vowels.
2. In sentence 3, the word earning has three 

vowels and four consonants.
3. In sentence 7, the word sometimes has four 

vowels and five consonants.

26. Supermarket – social sight signs

27. Supermarket – job adverts

1. Advert 1 is a job for a bakery assistant.
2. You need an NVQ qualification for this job.
3. Advert 2 is a job for a grocery assistant.
4. You do not need any qualifications for this job.
5. No, the jobs do not offer the same hours of 

work.
6. No, the jobs do not offer the same rate of pay.
7. The grocery assistant job will give you training.
8. Yes, both jobs provide uniforms.

28. Supermarket – alphabet tracking 2

My name is Bev. I came to work at  Blackwell's a
few weeks ago. I am married with one child,
Faith. Getting the job at  Blackwell's has been
great. I just love earning my own money. I like to
buy lots of things for my family without feeling
guilty. I can work as many hours as I like. The

telephone no smoking

men's toilets women's toilets

toilet disabled (toilet or access)

information fire exit
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31. Supermarket – space it out!

Drinks: beer, coffee, milk, orange, tea, water
Fruit: apple, banana, grape, orange, strawberry
Vegetables: bean, carrot, potato, onion, swede
Toiletries: powder, shampoo, shower gel, soap,
toothpaste

32. Supermarket – missing vowels

S U P E R M A R K E T

G R O C E R I E S

B A K E R Y

P H A R M A C Y

C A S H  P O I N T

P R I V A T E

C U S T O M E R

S E R V I C E S

l a d i e s

t o i l e t s

f i r e    e s c a p e

d e l i c a t e s s e n

g e n t l e m e n

n o p a r k i n g

33. Supermarket – reading labels 1

Eggs 
Milk P
Baked Beans P
Soup P
Cornflakes P
Shampoo P
Toothpaste P
Apples
BananasP

Pat forgot to buy eggs and apples.

34. Supermarket – reading labels 2

1. Label 1 is from a cleaning product.
2. It tells you not to use it with other products. It 

also tells you to avoid contact with eyes and 
skin, to keep out of reach of children. If 
swallowed, it tells you to seek medical advice. 
It says you should store it upright in a cool 
place and keep it in its original container.

3. Label 2 is from a medicine bottle or packet.
4. It tells you not to take more than the stated 

dose, or to use other medicines at the same 
time. It also tells you that you shouldn't take it 
if you are pregnant, have allergies or suffer 
from any of the listed illnesses.

35. Supermarket – alphabetical order

Shopping list 1
apples
bananas
grapes
oranges
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7. We go to the Queen's Head.
8. He treats us to a pint.
9. We usually have one drink.

10. It's a very nice way to end the week.

38. Factory – match the phrases

39. Factory – social sight signs

Shopping list 2
beans
carrots
peas
radish

Shopping list 3
body spray
conditioner
shampoo
toothpaste

36. Factory – alphabet tracking

My name is Dan. I work as a welder for
AutoParts. AutoParts is a busy factory.  We are
based on a business park outside Cardiff. We
make car parts. We send the parts to car
factories. We are doing well and have over 200
people working here.

Joe is the boss.  He is firm but kind.  He lives for
his work.  Most of the workers have been at the
factory for years.  People respect Joe.  

Joe likes a drink after work on Friday.  We go to
the Queen's Head.  He treats us to a pint.  We
usually have one drink.  It's a very nice way to
end the week.

I expect Joe will work for years to come.  I bet his
son Jez will take over when he does leave.

37. Factory – jumbled sentences

1. Autoparts is a busy factory.
2. My name is Dan.
3. Joe is the boss.
4. He is firm but kind.
5. He lives for his work.
6. People respect Joe.

KEEP OUT

PRIVATE

DANGER HOT

KEEP CLEAR

HARD HAT AREA

GOGGLES MUST BE WORN

RECEPTION

CAR PARK

UNLOADING

goggles must be worn

hard hat area

reception

car park

keep clear

keep out

private

unloading

danger hot

Fire
assembly
point

Caution fork 
lift trucks

First aid room

Danger high voltageGoggles must be worn

Fire assembly point

Wash your hands Toilet

No smoking
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40. Factory – reading a sign

1. The sign gives information about the opening 
hours of the factory, the name of the director 
and the factory's telephone number.

2. The factory makes quality parts for the motor 
industry.

3. The factory is open Monday to Friday.
4. The 'boss' is Joseph O'Connor.
5. To call for information about the factory you 

should ring 02920 292292

41. Factory – sentence structure

My name is Pat. I am Joe's wife. Joe runs the
AutoParts factory.

We have two children. Joe loves his job. I am the
manager's secretary at the factory. That means I
look after all the paperwork. Joe is my boss. On
our days off we like to go out. We often go to
town with the kids.

1. My name is Pat.
2. I am Joe's wife. 
3. Joe runs the AutoParts factory.
4. We have two children.
5. Joe loves his job.
6. I am the manager's secretary at the factory.
7. That means I look after all the paperwork.
8. Joe is my boss.
9. On our days off we like to go out.
10. We often go to town with the kids.

42. Factory – reading a menu

1. This notice shows the menu at the AutoParts 
canteen and the canteen's opening times.

2. The opening times are 8.30 am to 3 pm.
3. A brunch costs £3.00.
4. Beans on toast costs £1.10.

5. A mug of tea costs £0.90.
6. It costs 10p extra to have tomato sauce.

43. Factory – jobs

1. Advert 1 is for a spot welder.
2. You do not need any qualifications for this job.
3. Advert 2 is for a fork lift truck driver.
4. You need NVQ 2 or equivalent qualifications 

for this job.
5. The fork lift truck driver job pays the most per 

hour.
6. No, training is only provided for the spot 

welder job.
8. Yes, both jobs provide a uniform.
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Alphabet cue cards

These picture cues serve as a prompt
for the sound of each letter. Ensure
your students know the sounds that
each letter makes. Photocopy the
picture cues on the following pages on
to card with the letters written on the
reverse. 

Sounds are:

a arrow
b book
c calculator
d door
e envelope
f fork
g gate
h hammer
I insects
J jug
k key
l ladder
m match
n needle
o octagon
p pen
q question mark
r radio
s saw
t torch
u umbrella
v vase
w watch
x box
y yo-yo
z zip
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Alphabet cue cards
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Alphabet cue cards
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Alphabet cue cards
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Some learners may benefit from a sight vocabulary list of words which are important to them
for work or leisure purposes. Use this sheet to list the words the learner wants to master.
Check progress regularly. 

Personal sight vocabulary

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 156

Personal sight vocabulary checklist

DateDateDateDateDateDateDateDateDateDateDateWord
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Assembly point a place where people arrange to meet

Business a company or firm

Delicatessen a shop, or part of a store that sells cooked meats and 
cheeses

Disappointed to feel let down

En-suite a bathroom directly attached to a bedroom

Experience knowledge that you get from having done a similar job
before

Facilities buildings, equipment, or services that are provided for a 
particular purpose

Guilty ashamed because you’ve done something wrong

Leisure club usually a club with sports facilities such as a gym, 
swimming pool, squash or tennis courts

Manufacturer a producer  – a company that makes things

Permanent vacancy a job that will last until the employee leaves it

Pharmacy another name for a chemist – a shop or part of a shop 
that prepares and sells medicines

Productivity the rate at which goods are produced. Some companies 
pay staff bonuses if they meet productivity targets

Reception the place in a hotel or office building where people go 
when they arrive

Secretary someone who works in an office, typing letters, answering 
the telephone, and arranging meetings

Subsidised a service that is partly or completely paid for by the 
company

Unloading taking goods in, accepting a delivery – often from a van

Variety a mixture or range

Voltage force of electrical current, measured in volts

Welder a person whose job is to join two pieces of metal together 
permanently by melting the parts that touch

Glossary
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Activity index

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 158

Alphabetical order pages 2, 4, 12, 21, 24, 28, 35, 36

Cloze procedure pages 20, 32

Comprehension using diagrams / graphics pages 23, 26

Filling in gaps – alphabetical order page 1

Match graphics to words pages 18, 39

Matching letters / words pages 3, 14, 19, 25, 33, 38

Punctuation page 41

Read CVC, CCVC, CVCC words, circle / count
vowels, consonants, and consonant clusters pages 5, 6, 7, 30

Read sight vocabulary pages 8, 9, 10, 11

Reading comprehension pages 13, 16, 17, 21, 24, 27, 28-29, 34, 36, 40, 42, 43

Separate words in a list page 31

Unscrambling sentences pages 22, 30, 37

Use a glossary pages 12, 24, 28, 36

Wordsearch page 15

Write a list page 31
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Hotel
www.bestloved.com
www.bha.org.uk
www.bii.org
www.compass-group.co.uk
www.gmb.org.uk
www.hcareers.co.uk
www.ih-ra.com
www.instituteofhospitality.org
www.people1st.co.uk
www.springboarduk.net

Supermarket
www.gov.uk/defra
www.fdf.org.uk
www.thegrocer.co.uk
www.improveltd.co.uk
www.just-food.com
www.morrisons.co.uk
www.sainsburys.co.uk/
www.supermarket.co.uk
www.talkingretail.com

Factory
www.autoexpress.co.uk
www.autotrader.co.uk
www.tatasteelautomotive.com
www.ford.co.uk
www.just-auto.com
www.motor.org.uk
www.sae.org
www.semta.org.uk
www.smmt.co.uk

59

Useful websites

skillbuilders n reading n entry level 1
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Disco

Saturday 21st December
8 pm – Midnight
£5.00 on the door

Live 
Music
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Swimming pool
Opening Times Monday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm

Tuesday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Wednesday 7 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Thursday 8 – 11 am 6 – 10 pm
Friday 8 – 11 am 6 – 11 pm
Saturday 8 – 11 am 1 – 10 pm
Sunday 8 – 11 am 1 – 10 pm

Lockers £1.00 coin. Lifeguard on duty at all times.
Parties catered for.

Telephone 01822 504450 for details.
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Waiter required at the

No experience necessary – training given

Must be over 18

35 hours a week

Tuesday to Sunday, 4.15 pm – 11.15 pm

£7.25 per hour

four weeks’ paid holiday, uniform provided

Call the bar manager on 0121 874 2363
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1

Grocery assistant
No experience necessary

Training provided

8 am – 5 pm

Monday to Saturday

£7.25 per hour

Uniform provided

Bakery assistant
NVQ

qualified preferred

7 am – 3 pm

Monday to Saturday

£7.30 per hour

Uniform provided

2
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autoparts ltd
Spot welder

Permanent vacancy. 40 hours a week. £9.50 an hour.
Four weeks’ paid holiday plus productivity bonus.

Training provided for the right person.
Overalls provided. Subsidised canteen.

autoparts ltd
Fork lift truck driver wanted

Must have NVQ 2 or equivalent qualification, 36 hours a week.
£10.00 an hour. Four weeks’ paid holiday.

Overalls provided. Company productivity scheme.
Subsidised canteen.

1

2
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autoparts ltd
Manufacturers of quality parts

for the motor industry

Hours of business:
8 am – 4 pm Monday to Friday

Director: Joseph O’Connor

Tel.: 02920 292292
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autoparts ltd
Canteen

Open 8.30 am – 3 pm
Full English breakfast/brunch £3.00
Sausage or bacon bap £1.50
Tomato sauce 10p a portion
Portion of chips £1.00
Beans on toast £1.50
All toasted sandwiches £1.50
Sandwiches £1.25
Sandwiches with salad £1.50
Mug of tea £0.75
Mug of coffee £0.85
Cans of soft drinks £0.80
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